


INTRO
Following the HOPES Conference Theme for the year of 
Catalyst: 21st Century Systems, AIAS is organizing the 2nd 
annual HOPES design competition. In order to foster 
collaboration among students and the surrounding 
community, the project is to develop and build a temporary 
mini park that would fit in the space of a typical parking 
space.  The winning design will be able to have their design 
built and installed in downtown Eugene for use by the 
public for one week this May. 

CONTEXT - What is a Parklet? DESIGN CHALLENGE

REQUIRED SAFETY CONDITIONS

A Parklet is an extension of the side walk, located on a 
parking space or two, that provides an additional space for 
the public to enjoy.  Often with seating and vegetation 
added to the design, the parklet is intended to extend the 
side walk a unique space and provide a place for small 
groups to gather. 

Parklets are a growing trend in cities around the country. 
Beginning first in San Francisco in 2005, the parklet trend 
has spread to places such as Portland and Seattle. The 2011 
Parklet Impact Study, released by the San Francisco Great 
Streets Project, concluded that “carving out new public 
spaces from parking spots makes for a more sociable city”.  
The impact study also found that the installation of parklets 
increased “stationary activities” and, though there was less 
parking for the surrounding businesses, none lost business 
and many even gained more. By replacing a parking space 
with small park, driving is discouraged and additional space 
for gathering is created.   

The safety information below is taken from the Pavement to 
Parks Manuel.  

Consider the following while designing your parklet:

  • Gaps between the parklet platform and the sidewalk
    should be no more than 1/2” or have a connecting
    accessible bridging element between.
• Floor material must be slip resistant, even in Eugene rain. 
• Loose particles such as gravel and sand are not permitted
    on parklet.
• Provide adequate drainage for any water that may
   accumulate on the parklet.
• Parklet should have a street side buffer to provide a safe
   space away from traffic
• If an overhang is present:
              - do not cover any part of the sidewalk.
              - there must be overhead clearance of at least 84”. 
              - a visual connection must still be present from 
                sidewalk to street.
•  It must have adequate structural support.
• Any materials used must be safe for use and for the
   environment.

Your mission for HOPES is to create a parklet that engages 
the public and calls to attention the theme of the 
conference, while providing a new space for people to 
gather and enjoy. 

The design selected will: 
      • be easy to assemble
      • be easy to remove
      • built of recycled or donated materials
      • provide seating for at least 2 people, 
      • have thoughtfully considered the ecology of the
        materials and their impact of the streetscape
      • illustrate good design strategies  
      • meet the safety criteria (see below)



THE SITE

The location of the site is the 15 minute parking space 
directly in front of the entrance to Townshend’s Tea (41 West 
Broadway, Eugene, OR 97401). This space was chosen 
because it is in the heart of downtown and therefore will get 
maximum exposure and enjoyment. Broadway
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TIMELINE

PRIZES

IN COLLABORATION WITH H.O.P.E.S [21]

MATERIALS TO SUBMIT

TO REGISTER

The Holistic Options for Planet Earth Sustainability 
(HOPES) conference is an annual event, held every April 
by the Ecological Design Center, a student group at the 
University of Oregon. Inaugurated in 1994, the 
conference is an opportunity for students, faculty, 
community members, and visiting scholars to discuss the 
relationship between ecology and design, and how this 
connection can produce sustainable buildings.
The conference usually consists of a combination of 
panels, keynote speakers, professional showcases and 
workshops. Past topics addressed during the conference 
include: environmental literacy, food sustainability issues, 
religion and the environment, product innovation, and 
sustainability in art. Over the past ten years, the 
conference has brought such luminaries as Shigeru Ban, 
Sim Van der Ryn, Samuel Mockbee, James Hubbel, Angela 
Danadijieva, Michael Pyatok, Steve Badanes, Richard 
Register, David Orr, John Schaeffer, Stephen Kellert, and 
Clare Cooper Marcus to the University of Oregon 
campus.

Our ability to generate information now far exceeds our 
capacity to understand it. Finding patterns and making 
meaningful connections inside complex networks is one of 
the biggest challenges of the twenty-first century and the 
thesis for H.O.P.E.S [21].

To bring about meaningful change we must adapt existing 
disciplines and begin to explore systems of exchange, 
whereby patterns of integrated thinking across disciplines 
converge to form collaborative solutions yet to be 
discovered.

It is critical that discussions go beyond individual 
disciplines and reach out to the broadest audience 
possible, striving towards an integrated approach to 
sustainability. To catalyze this process we need innovative 
thinking. We need critical faculties. We need to embrace 
the dilemmas and conflicts in current systems, and take 
ownership of the future implications of our work. The 
term “we” does not distinguish designers from clients, 
teachers from students, manufacturers from consumers, 
scientists from subjects. We mean “we” as citizens 
collectively imagining our resilient futures.

March 27th - deadline to submit entry form
April 7th - Submit final poster to Lawrence Hall (room to
   be decided)
April 9th-11th – HOPES Conference, where judging will
   occur and the winner will be announced
May 1st-8th – Week that the winning parklet will be
   installed in the parking space

In poster format (no larger than 24” x 36”) include: 

   • Concept statement
   • Any drawings that best convey your design (suggested:
     plan, sections, elevations, perspectives)
   • Written description of the elements of the parklet, and
     how they would foster collaboration and engage the
     community.
   • Specific details if possible of materials used and
     construction methods.

The winning design will have their design built and 
displayed on campus and downtown. There will also be 
additional prizes for the second and third place design, to 
be announced at a later date.

Please email entry form to hopescomp@gmail.com. 

Entry Form
Names: ___________________________________ 
Teams or Individual: __________________________
Department/Year: ___________________________
Phone Number: _____________________________
Email Address: ______________________________

TO SUBMIT ENTRY

Submit a hard copy of poster to Lawrence (room to be 
decided) and email a PDF copy of your poster to 
hopescomp@gmail.com by April 7, 2015.



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES CONTACT
For any questions or clarifications, please email us at 
hopescomp@gmail.com.

• San Francisco Pavement to Parks Program Website:
   http://pavementtoparks.sfplanning.org/parklets.html


